How we do it: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy in patients with severe obesity
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ABSTRACT
The number of patients with obesity is set to rise, as is the proportion with severe obesity. These patients are a high-risk subgroup who present additional challenges to the surgeon when performing laparoscopic cholecystectomy. It is important that all surgeons who perform this procedure have a safe strategy they can revert to. This article outlines our approach. After obtaining pneumoperitoneum via a supra-umbilical incision, we advise placing a fascial suture before proceeding with the operation. This allows for high-quality closure, reduces the incidence of incisional hernia, and reduces the risk of inadvertent bowel injury. We also advise the repositioning of the patient on the operating table prior to port placement such that an ergonomic set-up can be achieved. In addition to standard ports, we use an additional twelve-millimetre port in the left upper quadrant. A fan retractor can be inserted via this port and used to gently retract the duodenum inferiorly. This provides adequate exposure for Calot’s dissection and arguably reduces the risk of injury to a fatty liver. This technique can also be used in non-obese patients in whom Calot’s dissection is particularly challenging, for instance in those who undergo delayed cholecystectomy.
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INTRODUCTION
The first cholecystectomy was performed by Carl Langenbuch in Germany in 1882 (1). It was over a hundred years later, in 1985, when Erich Mühe performed the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) also in Germany (1). Despite early scepticism surrounding the technique, LC was the gold standard by the mid-1990s. In the UK, it is commonly performed as a day case procedure in low-risk patients, and the rate of conversion to open surgery is less than 4% (2).

Obesity is a growing public health problem, particularly in the Western world. Currently, 28.0% of adults in England are obese (body mass index (BMI) ≥30 kg/m²) and 3.3% have severe, or class III obesity (BMI ≥40 kg/m²) (3). These figures are set to rise; it is predicted that 8.0% of adults in England will be severely obese in 2035 (3). Whilst high BMI was once considered a relative contra-indication, recent studies have confirmed that LC can be performed safely in patients with obesity or severe obesity (4). However, patient with severe obesity presents a unique set of technical challenges which all surgeons must be prepared to manage. This article outlines our strategy. Verbal informed consent was obtained from the patient whose images were used. No patient identifiable data/images were included for the purposes of confidentiality. The techniques discussed may also be used in non-obese patients in whom Calot’s dissection is particularly challenging.
patients is also at high-risk of post-operative venous thromboembolism, intra-operative calf compression pumps should be used, and a single dose of low molecular weight heparin should be considered post-operatively. After prepping, drapes should be placed to achieve maximum abdominal exposure. The left sided drapes should be placed as low as is feasible.

Pneumoperitoneum should be obtained in the standard manner using Hassan's technique. It is advisable to make the initial incision superior to the umbilicus so reaching the right upper quadrant does not become a struggle. Once pneumoperitoneum is obtained, we advise placing a fascial suture before continuing with the operation. This allows for good quality closure in a patient who is at high-risk of incisional hernia, and also reduces the risk of the surgeon inadvertently catching the bowel and not being aware of this. We advise re-positioning the patient at this point so that optimum port placement is obtained. “Head up” and “right side up” will help displace the small bowel and omentum such that the gallbladder is easily accessible.

A ten-millimetre port can then be placed below the xiphoid sternum and inserted under direct vision. The tip of the trocar should be directed towards the apex of an open triangle formed by the junction of segment III, segment Vlb and the falciform ligament (Aroori’s triangle). The tip can then pierce the falciform ligament and be directed towards the gallbladder. An additional five-millimetre port is then placed as laterally as possible in the right upper quadrant, inferior to the lateral right ribs. A final 5 millimetre port is placed between the 10 millimetre ports which have already been placed. This should roughly be in-line with the gallbladder in the midclavicular line. These ports should not be placed directly beneath the inferior surface of the right ribs as this will create an angle which makes accessing the gallbladder more challenging. A gap of at least two finger breadths should be left. In addition to the standard ports mentioned, we advise the use of a fifth port in the severely obese patient (Figure 1). A twelve-millimetre port should be placed in the left upper quadrant and angled towards the gallbladder (Figure 2).

As is standard, the assistant should grab the fundus of the gallbladder with a grasping instrument and gently lift it over the edge of the liver towards the right shoulder. Using the screen as a clock face, the assistant should retract the fundus of the gallbladder towards the eleven o’clock position. This alone usually provides adequate exposure for the lead surgeon to continue with the dissection safely. However, in the severely obese patient it may not be possible to proceed due to limited space and poor views (Figure 2). Some surgeons are tempted to have the assistant push up aggressively on their instrument or to try to push the liver superiorly with an open grasping instrument. We argue that this greatly increases the risk of injury to the liver which is likely to be fatty and friable. We suggest it is safer to insert a fan retractor via the additional port and to gently re-
tract the duodenum (D1) inferiorly (Figure 3). Since the tip of a fan retractor is blunt, the risk of injury to the duodenum is minimal. This technique can also be used in other cases where the gallbladder cannot be safely retracted upwards towards the right shoulder tip e.g. where Hartmann’s pouch is adhered to the hepatoduodenal ligament or where a severely inflamed gallbladder results in difficult dissection.

The operation can then proceed. We advise that dissection is commenced on the back of the gallbladder, at the seven or eight o’clock position, and proceeds towards the fundus. Using the tip of the hook diathermy, the surgeon should attempt to dissect one tissue plane at a time and take advantage of the “Champagne effect”; this is where the gallbladder mesentery is breached, and air enters to allow for easier visualisation of the correct dissection planes. Once a significant amount of the dissection has been completed, we advise that the assistant retracts the gallbladder towards the nine or ten o’clock position. Further dissection then allows for the creation of a “critical window”. Progress can then be made underneath the gallbladder; this is often referred to as the “under the bridge” technique. We advise the gallbladder is dissected off the cystic plate as much as possible before attention is turned to the cystic artery and cystic duct.

The surgeon should dissect out Calot’s triangle so that the cystic duct and cystic artery can be seen entering/ exiting the gallbladder. Ligating clips should be placed on each of these structures, three to the lower end of the duct and two to the artery. As such, two clips remain in situ when the duct is cut, and one remains on the artery. The gallbladder can then be dissected off the gallbladder fossa, placed in a bag, and removed. Haemostasis should be achieved, and the gallbladder fossa should be checked for bleeding prior to closure. We advise closure of the umbilical port under direct vision; this can be achieved by shifting the camera to the additional port.

CONCLUSION

The number of severely obese patients who undergo LC is set to increase. Such a body habitus creates specific challenges which surgeons must be equipped to manage. We advise the use of an additional twelve-millimetre port in the left upper quadrant. This allows for the safe inferior retraction of the duodenum and reduces the risk of liver injury.
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